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1  FOREWORD

FOREWORD

The humanitarian world is grappling with a 
range of crises, from intra-State conflicts to 
natural disasters. The 2016 OCHA Plan and 
Budget explains how OCHA intends to boost 
humanitarian effectiveness in a year when more 
than 125 million people need humanitarian 
assistance—a figure almost 200 per cent higher 
than a decade ago.

OCHA remains the best choice for donors 
seeking the greatest humanitarian impact amid 
growing needs but limited funding. In 2016, 
we will leverage our 25 years of experience 
to reduce human suffering by coordinating 
humanitarian action that reaches 87.6 million 
people in 37 countries with food, clean water, 
health care and other life essentials. 

OCHA will also enhance its information 
products to guide local and international 
operational decisions and engage in evidence-
based advocacy, policy development and 
humanitarian financing. 

2016 presents an extremely challenging 
operational and funding environment for 
humanitarian action. A rethink of humanitarian 
policy is needed, as no single country or 
organization can respond to these challenges 
alone. 

2016 marks the final run up to the first-ever 
World Humanitarian Summit in May 2016 in 
Istanbul, Turkey, convened by the Secretary-
General. The Summit will bring together political 
leaders, affected people, Governments, civil 
society and the private sector to propose 
solutions to our most pressing challenges  
to keep humanitarian action fit for the future.  
We know we can count on your support.

Thank you for your ongoing commitment to  
our work.

Stephen O’Brien
Under-Secretary-General  
for Humanitarian Affairs and  
Emergency Relief Coordinator

USG/ERC Stephen O’Brien visits an IDP site in Baghdad, Iraq, 
8 June 2015. 
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2   HUMANITARIAN CRISES

Amid chaos caused by conflicts and natural 
disasters, the global coordination of 
humanitarian action is needed now more than 
ever. OCHA is responsible for coordinating 
global humanitarian response, and this 
document lays out our plan and budget for 
2016—a year that begins with nearly 60 million 
people displaced from their homes, half of 
them children. 

Increased global humanitarian need over the 
last 5 to 10 years has been driven in large part 
by an intensification of conflict and weather-
related disasters. These global forces are causing 
massive population movements across countries 
and continents. Conflict has intensified most 
significantly in the Middle East and Maghreb 
region, where over 16 million people are now 
displaced from their homes—more than double 
the number from 2009.1 Weather-related disasters 
have also devastated families, leaving over 1 
billion people in need of emergency assistance 
and causing an estimated 30,000 deaths per year. 
Weather-related disasters now cost the global 
economy US$300 billion annually.2 

1OCHA: The Challenges We Face Today – World Humanitarian 
Data and Trends, 2015.

2UNISDR, CRED: The Human Cost of Weather-related  
Disasters (1995-2015), p. 5.
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3  HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE

The humanitarian system is at a crossroads 
as it grapples with interconnected and multi-
causal crises. Donors have been generous, but 
humanitarians are being asked to do more work 
in more places. A rethink of how we undertake 
collective humanitarian action is needed. With 25 
years of institutional experience in coordinating 
the efforts of humanitarians globally, OCHA 
continues to seek new ways to amplify our 
effectiveness and unite our collective response  
in assisting and protecting people in crises.

OCHA is charged with coordinating 
humanitarian response and its financing. 
Each year, OCHA brings together the global 
humanitarian appeal—a record $20 billion for 
2016 compared with $5 billion in 2006—and 
provides emergency financing for response 
through the Member State-supported Central 
Emergency Response Fund (CERF) and country-
based pooled funds. Coordination and financing 
are re-enforced by the development of policy 
that is based on humanitarian principles and 
international humanitarian law (IHL) and by 
advocacy for people most affected by crises. 
OCHA is also responsible for collecting and 
managing information in crises. We gather, store 
and report on data and trends from the epicentre 

of conflict and natural disasters, helping global 
decision makers to save the most lives possible. 

To fulfil this mandate and provide these services, 
OCHA requires $309 million in 2016, a decrease 
of $4 million compared with 2015. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE

OCHA is preparing and coordinating the 
first-ever World Humanitarian Summit 
on behalf of the UN Secretary-General. 
In the lead-up to the Summit, OCHA 
reached out to over 23,000 people 
across the world to help shape the 
agenda for humanitarian action. 

The Summit will be held at the highest 
level. It will bring the global community 
together to reaffirm our solidarity with 
people affected by crises and our 
collective commitment to humanity.

General Assembly resolution 46/182, 19 December 1991, established the Office 
for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs “to strengthen further and make 
more effective the collective efforts of the international community, in particular 
the United Nations system, in providing humanitarian assistance.”
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At the onset of 2016, more than 125 million 
people need humanitarian assistance globally—a 
figure almost 200 per cent higher than it was 
10 years ago. UN-coordinated appeals will seek 
to assist and protect 87.6 million of the most 
vulnerable of those people, providing food, 
clean water, health care and other life essentials. 

OCHA’s budget for 2016 is set at $309 million, 
1.3 per cent lower than in its 2015 initial budget 
of $313 million. In bridging the gap between 
OCHA’s donor funding and budget expenditure 

in recent years, OCHA has drawn down against 
its reserves. By the end of the year, the reserves 
are projected to be reduced to the minimum 
level of three months’ operating costs.

Close to half of OCHA’s funding is unearmarked, 
which enables OCHA to rapidly scale up 
operations in places where humanitarian 
response is most needed. To ensure a fast and 
flexible response in places where humanitarian 
conditions are worsening under ongoing 
financial constraints, OCHA regularly reviews all 

OCHA IN 2016

OFFICE UPSIZING

OCHA has expanded some offices due to the evolving humanitarian situation.

YEMEN CAR* UKRAINE

2016 REQUIREMENTS

$11.7M
2015 REQUIREMENTS

$4.9M

139% increase

2016 REQUIREMENTS

$9.5M
2015 REQUIREMENTS

$8.4M

13% increase

NIGERIA

2016 REQUIREMENTS

$6.4M
2015 REQUIREMENTS

$3.3M

94% increase

2016 REQUIREMENTS

$4.5M
2015 REQUIREMENTS

$1.7M

165% increase

*CAR: Central African Republic
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regional and country office presence levels. For 
example, the total budgets for our work in Iraq, 
Syria and Yemen have increased by over 13 per 
cent in 2016, from $43.3 million to $48.7 million. 
This increase is needed to coordinate aid, gather 
and report more information and data, negotiate 
humanitarian access to restricted areas and 
advocate more widely on behalf of millions of 
affected families.  

Since 2013, Boko Haram-related violence in the 
Lake Chad Basin has forced 2.5 million people 
from their homes in Cameroon, Chad, Niger 
and Nigeria. In response, OCHA will expand its 
work in the region, with a budget increase of 
26 per cent from $12.7 million to $16 million. 
This will allow OCHA to open two new offices in 
north-east Nigeria; increase the number of staff 
working on protection, humanitarian access, 
information management and civil-military 
coordination; and work with partner UN agencies 
to monitor population movements inside Nigeria 
and across national borders. 

OCHA will increase its annual budget in Ukraine 
by 165 per cent, from $1.7 million to $4.5 million. 

And in the Central African Republic, where 
conditions for civilians continue to deteriorate, 
OCHA will increase its annual budget by 13 per 
cent, from $8.4 million to $9.5 million.

In response to the current El Niño weather 
phenomenon, one of the most powerful on 
record, OCHA will deploy additional staff to the 
worst-affected regions in East and Southern 
Africa, the Pacific Islands, South-East Asia 
and Latin America. Severe El Niño-related 
droughts have already disrupted agricultural 
production and left millions of people in need 
of humanitarian assistance in parts of Africa, 
including Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia and Sudan; 
in the Latin  American countries of Colombia, 
El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras and 
Nicaragua; and in the South Pacific, including 
Papua New Guinea. 

In 2016, OCHA offices in Indonesia and Nepal 
will close, though a small staff presence will be 
maintained, and OCHA will reduce budgets for 
operations in Colombia, Côte d’Ivoire and the 
Philippines. 

FORECASTED EL NIÑO IMPACT: OCTOBER 2015 - MARCH 2016

Source: NOAA/USGS/FEWS NET

Wetter
Drier
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Haiti

Colombia
Regional Office for 
Latin America and 

the Caribbean
Panamá, Panama

Headquarters
New York, USA

Headquarters
Geneva, Switzerland

Regional Office for 
West and Central Africa

Dakar, Senegal

Regional Office for
Eastern and Southern Africa
Nairobi, Kenya

Office for 
Southern Africa

Regional Office for 
the Middle East 
and North Africa
Cairo, Egypt

Office for the 
Pacific Islands

Regional Office for
Asia and the Pacific
Bangkok, Thailand

Regional Office for
the Caucasus and 
Central Asia
Almaty, Kazakhstan

Côte
d'Ivoire

Sierra Leone**
Guinea**

Niger Chad

Nigeria

DRC*

Ethiopia
African Union
Liaison Office

Brussels
Liaison Office

Gulf
Liaison Office

Somalia

Yemen

Pakistan

Afghanistan

Eritrea

Ukraine

CAR*

Burundi***

Sudan

South
Sudan

Mali
Philippines

Myanmar

Peru

Japan

Mexico

Libya

Cameroon

Nicaragua

Indonesia

Kyrgyzstan

Tajikistan

Guatemala Honduras

Bolivia
Madagascar

Dominican
Republic

Iran

DPR of Korea*
AREA OF DETAIL

Iraq

oPt*

Syria

Turkey
(Syria Crisis)

Jordan
(Syria Crisis)

Lebanon
(Syria Crisis)

Regional Humanitarian 
Coordinator’s Office for 
the Syria Crisis

AREA OF DETAIL

Armenia

* Central African Republic (CAR) 
 Democratic People’s Republic of Korea
 Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC)
 occupied Palestinian territory (oPt)
**  Ebola Emergency Teams to be closed in 2016
*** Country office in Burundi to be opened in 2016

Financial costs of HATs are included under the 
relevant regional office's budget.

1

$50M

10

FUNDING REQUIREMENTS

Humanitarian Adviser Team (HAT)

WHERE OCHA WILL SPEND ITS
EXTRABUDGETARY PROGRAMME BUDGET OF

$309 MILLION

6 32 32
Headquarters Regional Offices

17
Country Offices Liaison Offices Humanitarian

Adviser Teams

Headquarters Regional 
Offices

CHF 
Management 

Units

Liaison 
Offices

Africa Middle East 
and North 

Africa

Asia and the 
Pacific

Central Asia, Pakistan, 
Afghanistan and Latin 

America & the 
Caribbean

$86M 29 8 4 91 56 26 9

EXTRABUDGETARY PROGRAMME BUDGET REQUIREMENTS BY LOCATION
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OCHA’s mandate has five pillars, each designed to enhance the effectiveness 
of global humanitarian response. Financial contributions to OCHA result in 
humanitarian action that advocates for people in crises, and is more efficiently 
coordinated and funded, grounded in evidence-based policy, and supported 
by detailed and accurate information.

OCHA’S MANDATE FULFILLED

OCHA’s engagement in humanitarian 
coordination begins at the local level, where 
work with local community members informs 
broader humanitarian action. Whether it involves 
the establishment of an anonymous emergency 
helpline in Darfur, Sudan, or working with youth 
Scout groups to collect data on conditions in 
remote Nepalese villages, OCHA reaches out to 
the deep field to monitor humanitarian needs. 

Working with Governments, local and 
international NGOs, civil society and UN 
agencies, OCHA also coordinates needs 
assessments at the district and national levels, 
reporting on humanitarian successes and 
monitoring funding gaps. This coordination is 
led by the United Nations Resident Coordinator 
or the Humanitarian Coordinator, with support 
from OCHA.

OCHA is led by the Emergency Relief 
Coordinator (ERC), who chairs the Inter-
Agency Standing Committee (IASC)—a UN 
General Assembly-mandated group consisting 
of UN agencies, international humanitarian 

organizations, international NGOs, coalitions and 
ICRC/IFRC. The IASC is the forum for collective 
decision-making on humanitarian operations 
and policies. 

Operating with humanitarian actors across the 
response spectrum gives OCHA two unique 
capabilities: a comprehensive situational 
awareness of humanitarian conditions on the 
ground, and the ability to quickly respond 
to crises with experienced humanitarian 
professionals. 

To improve overall situational awareness, 
OCHA is investing in analysis capabilities that 
can overlay detailed humanitarian data with 
political, economic, civil and military information. 
This gives OCHA the ability to assess current 
and future humanitarian needs and inform 
preparedness activities, while ensuring that local 
and global humanitarian decision makers have 
the information they need, when they need it.

In addition, OCHA ensures that humanitarian 
professionals with the right set of skills 

Humanitarian Coordination



and experience are mobilized to crises 
when needed. Within 24 to 48 hours of 
a sudden-onset crisis anywhere in the 
world, the OCHA-managed UN Disaster 
Assessment and Coordination (UNDAC) 
teams are deployed. UNDAC works with 
local authorities to coordinate humanitarian 
actors, support emergency needs 
assessments and liaise between civil and 
military actors. Its teams are complemented 
by OCHA’s internal Emergency Response 
Roster of experienced professionals and staff 
from field offices and headquarters branches. 
Additional responders are coordinated 
through other surge mechanisms including 
OCHA’s 14 standby partners. 

In sum, OCHA staff are on the ground in 
crises, working with local communities 
and local governments to make sure that 
information reaches decision makers 
accurately and effectively so that the 
humanitarian response effort saves as many 
lives as possible. 

GOAL 1: FIELD EFFECTIVENESS
More effective and principled humanitarian 
action that meets the needs of affected people

GOAL 2: FIT FOR THE FUTURE
A more diverse and adaptable humanitarian 
sector, spanning a variety of existing and 
emerging responder and partner networks

1. LEADERSHIP 
Humanitarian action 

is led by empowered, 
competent and experienced 
professionals.  

2. SITUATIONAL 
AWARENESS  

Humanitarian decision-
making is based on a 
common situational 
awareness. 

3. ASSESSMENT, 
PLANNING & 

MONITORING 
Humanitarian action is guided 
by joint strategic response 
planning based on prioritized 
needs.  

4. COORDINATION 
MECHANISMS 

Coordination mechanisms 
are adapted to the context 
and support the effective 

and coherent delivery of 
humanitarian assistance. 

5. HUMANITARIAN 
FINANCING  

Humanitarian financing 
is predictable, timely and 
allocated based on priority 
needs. 

6. PROTECTION 
& ACCESS TO 

ASSISTANCE 
People in emergencies are 
protected from harm and have 
access to assistance as a result 
of advocacy and coordination. 

7. EMERGENCY 
RESPONSE 

PREPAREDNESS 
International partners 
are ready to respond to 
humanitarian emergencies 
without delay and with the 
right assistance. 

8. DIVERSITY 
A more diverse  

set of actors engages in  
and provides political, 
technical and material  
support to collective 
humanitarian action. 

9. INTEROPERABILITY 
International, regional 

and national actors are able  

to deploy well-coordinated 
and interoperable 
humanitarian response 
capacities within agreed 
frameworks.

10. INNOVATION 
Innovation to promote 

improvement is consistently 
fostered and brought to scale 
in the humanitarian sector. 

STRATEGIC PLAN
2014—2017
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OCHA engages in advocacy to bring attention 
to and action for people who are suffering in 
humanitarian crises by:

• Launching awareness-raising campaigns

•  Communicating with local leaders  
and affected communities 

•  Briefing Member States and 
intergovernmental forums,  
including the UN Security Council

Advocacy campaigns in 2016 will raise 
awareness about the vulnerability of women 
and children in humanitarian crises, with a 
particular focus on protection from all forms of 
sexual and gender-based violence. One of the 
more prominent public-awareness campaigns 
for 2016 will be on the protection of civilians. 
This will include evidence-based advocacy 
aimed at restricting the use of explosive 
weapons in populated areas, where studies 
show that up to 92 per cent of casualties 
in populated areas are civilian.3 The World 
Humanitarian Day campaign, held annually on 
19 August, will further re-enforce these themes 
through social media and large-scale events.

OCHA engages in public and private advocacy. 
At the country level, the Humanitarian 

Coordinator and the OCHA Head of Office 
may negotiate directly with Governments and 
other armed actors to gain access to people 
most in need. OCHA also deploys civil-military 
coordination staff on the ground in crises to 
implement agreements. OCHA’s strength in 
balancing public and private diplomacy has 
accumulated over the years through experience 
in places such as Afghanistan, Angola, Somalia, 
Sudan, Syria, Yemen and the former Yugoslavia.

At the global level, OCHA’s Under-Secretary-
General (USG) and ERC works with members of 
the IASC and beyond to build consensus and 
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influence policy in support of humanitarian 
action. The USG/ERC briefs UN Security 
Council members and Member States on 
urgent humanitarian issues. Whether it is 
for humanitarian or political action, OCHA’s 
evidence-based advocacy has helped 
humanitarian actors gain access to people 
most in need. 

OCHA also communicates with local affected 
communities to better understand local needs, 
to highlight upcoming aid distributions and 
to gauge the effectiveness of humanitarian 
response. Technology and the private sector 
played important roles in humanitarian 
response in the Philippines in 2014, and in 
Nepal and Vanuatu in 2015. In 2016, OCHA 
will establish new private sector technology 
partnerships to better engage with local 
communities in times of severe crisis, especially 
in natural disasters.

... THE IMPACT OF 
THIS CONFLICT ON 
CIVILIANS IS INDEED 
CATASTROPHIC…
DISREGARD FOR 
HUMAN LIFE BY ALL 
PARTIES CONTINUES, 
WITH ATTACKS 
ON RESIDENTIAL 
AREAS AND CIVILIAN 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
HAVING A 
DISPROPORTIONATE 
IMPACT ON THE 
LIVES OF ORDINARY 
PEOPLE IN YEMEN.
—Emergency Relief Coordinator  
Stephen O’Brien addressing the UN 
Security Council on the crisis in Yemen

3OCHA, Pax: Collateral: The human cost of explosive violence 
in Ukraine, p. 41, 2015.
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OCHA will continue to provide thought-leadership and set the 
humanitarian policy agenda. It will do so by carrying out policy 
analysis and advice, by engaging with Member States and relevant 
stakeholders in order to strengthen the framework for humanitarian 
action, and by supporting humanitarian field operations with policy 
advice and best practices.  

In 2016, OCHA will continue to provide policy analysis on the 
implications for humanitarian assistance of the 2030 Agenda, 
before and after the World Humanitarian Summit. In 2015, OCHA 
was a leader in drawing out the common problem statements and 
recommendations of UN change initiatives from Sendai and COP21 
to the peacekeeping and peacebuilding reviews. OCHA will continue 
to engage in this work in 2016 to ensure that humanitarian issues 
are reflected in other areas of UN work so that there can be a more 
effective approach to anticipating, meeting and eliminating needs.

OCHA will also advocate for improved protection of civilians and 
humanitarian access, coordinate with the Special Rapporteur on the 
Human Rights of IDPs, and advise OCHA field offices on legal and 
policy issues related to internal displacement. OCHA will advocate 
with Security Council members for a consistent approach to upholding 
IHL in Security Council deliberations. OCHA will support the General 
Assembly and ECOSOC in their deliberations on humanitarian 
challenges and reinforce the development of a normative framework 
for humanitarian action. This will include the negotiation of a number of 
General Assembly resolutions to strengthen humanitarian coordination; 
improve the situation of IDPs, refugees and the safety and security of 
UN and humanitarian personnel; and strengthen cooperation in natural 
disasters and risk reduction.  

OCHA will also convene and organize its fifth Global Humanitarian 
Policy Forum in 2016. The Forum has established itself as the annual 
gathering where NGOs, academia, the private sector, Member 
States and other humanitarian practitioners and diaspora can 
discuss the most pressing policy issues. 

Policy 

WORLD 
HUMANITARIAN 
SUMMIT
On 23 and 24 May 2016 
in Istanbul, Turkey, the 
Secretary-General will 
convene the first-ever 
World Humanitarian 
Summit to boost collective 
capacity and responsibility 
to help the millions of 
people affected by war 
and disaster. 

The Summit will reinspire 
and reinvigorate a shared 
commitment to humanity 
and the universality 
of the humanitarian 
principles. This means 
putting affected 
people at the centre of 
humanitarian action and 
political decision-making. 
It will agree to a concrete 
set of actions and 
commitments to enable 
Member States, affected 
people, civil society, 
and the private sector to 
better prepare for and 
respond to crises and be 
more resilient to shocks.  

Finally, it will be a 
platform to share 
knowledge and best 
practice among 
Governments and 
the wide spectrum of 
organizations involved in 
humanitarian action.
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In 2016, OCHA’s information management 
staff will deploy to humanitarian crises, where 
they will coordinate the collection, storage, 
publication and analysis of data on a range  
of humanitarian indicators including nutrition, 
shelter and health. OCHA’s role is unique,  
and it differs from the role of other UN agencies 
or humanitarian actors as it is responsible for 
consolidating and publishing information  
across the spectrum of humanitarian response. 
Local and international actors use this 
information to make life-saving policy and 
operational decisions. 

Recognizing the critical nature of this work, 
and in light of the rapid advancement of 
technology, OCHA is investing in digitizing its 
data and information management tools and 
reports. Platforms such as the Humanitarian 
Data Exchange, which was used to improve the 
humanitarian response to the Ebola outbreak 
and the Nepal earthquake, will be strengthened 

with a focus on data visualizations and dynamic 
country, crisis and regional pages in order to 
share response data with affected communities. 
In 2016, OCHA will also develop and expand the 
Index for Risk Management (INFORM), which is 
a global, open-source risk-assessment resource 
for humanitarian crises and disasters. As the 
chair of the Working Group on Emergency 
Telecommunications, OCHA will expand the use 
of the KoBo mobile needs-assessment data-
collection platform. 

OCHA will strengthen and promote the 
implementation of the Humanitarian Connectivity 
Charter, which was launched in March 2015. 
Under the charter, mobile operators pledged 
to make mobile services more accessible to 
people affected by humanitarian crises through 
the provision of free or subsidized network 
access where appropriate. A similar charter was 
launched by the satellite community in October 
2015 and will also be expanded. 

Nepal

Nepal Earthquake

Nepal Earthquake Flash Appeal 2015

LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SANS LOREM IPSUM DOLOR

FTS

Humanitarian
ReliefWeb

Humanitarian
Data Exchange

Humanitarian
Financial Tracking

Humanitarian
Programme Cycle

Information
Products

OCHA’S SHARED DIGITAL SERVICES

Information Management 
?
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Conflict and natural disasters continue to 
disproportionately affect the most vulnerable 
people. OCHA takes the lead in developing 
humanitarian response plans that outline total 
needs and mobilize funds for the year. OCHA 
also makes grants from the pooled funds it 
manages, and it engages with private sector 
partners and non-traditional donors to broaden 
the funding base.

In December 2015, OCHA launched the Global 
Humanitarian Overview, requesting $20.1 billion 
from the international community to support 
87.6 million people globally. This is almost five 
times the level of funding needed a decade ago. 
OCHA supports UN agencies and partners in 
raising these critical funds throughout the year 
by organizing pledging conferences, supporting 
Humanitarian Coordinators and Humanitarian 
Country Teams in their resource mobilization 
plans, and analysing and drawing attention to 
funding needs.

OCHA’s role in humanitarian financing is also 
crucial when crises hit unexpectedly. Whether 
these crises are caused by rapid escalation of 
civil conflict, as in Yemen, or by an earthquake, 
such as in Nepal in April 2015, OCHA works with 
UN partners, Governments and humanitarian 
actors to produce a Flash Appeal, often within 
days of the crisis. With the aim to better reflect 
the growing diversity of actors committed to 
and engaged in humanitarian action, OCHA is 
ensuring outreach to the private sector when a 

crisis hits, and it is collaborating with the private 
sector in the many areas where its know-how 
and assets can contribute to more effective 
humanitarian response. 

OCHA works to mobilize and distribute 
grants through pooled-fund mechanisms in-
country, through country-based pooled funds 
and globally through CERF. In 2015, through 
Member States’ generous support, OCHA 
mobilized nearly $1 billion through pooled-
funding mechanisms to support emergency 
response in 43 countries. These funds can 
be allocated rapidly to facilitate immediate 
response to crises and to support operations in 
countries where humanitarian action is severely 
underfunded.

In 2016, OCHA will enhance and develop new 
partnerships, including with non-traditional 
donors, international financial institutions, 
and the private sector and business leaders. 
OCHA will deliver capacity-building to a 
range of partners, continue to work with non-
traditional NGOs, support Governments seeking 
assistance in developing humanitarian policies, 
and continue to work closely with regional 
organizations that play key roles in humanitarian 
advocacy and response. To engage with the 
public and help mobilize resources for high-
profile emergencies, the OCHA website will 
focus more on resource mobilization and 
support fundraising efforts, including through an 
online-donation mechanism. 

Humanitarian Financing
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OCHA’s plan and budget is presented in 
line with its ambition to be the best choice 
for donors that are seeking the greatest 
humanitarian impact. Planning was carried out 
with a view to maintaining the programmatic 
focus of OCHA’s 2014-2017 Strategic 
Framework, and to ensuring that OCHA is able to 
respond to needs in 2016.  OCHA has lowered 
its programme support costs (PSC) from 13 to 
7 per cent and implemented improved budget 

management through more accurate forecasting 
and budgeting of staffing needs. 

OCHA continues to be almost entirely 
dependent on voluntary contributions to deliver 
its mandate, with less than 5 per cent of its 
financial requirements ($14.8 million in 2016) 
coming from the UN regular budget. OCHA must 
fundraise for the remainder of its requirements, 
which are set at $309 million for 2016.

FINANCIAL OVERVIEW

OCHA 2016 Budget Highlights

2016 budget set at 

$309 MILLION

$21.3 MILLION
of administrative costs  
reabsorbed into the XB 

PSC reduced to 

7 PER CENT

10 PER CENT 
discount in staff costs
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2016 BUDGET BREAKDOWN

OCHA expects 2016 to 
be at least as demanding 
as 2015. Providing a 
consistent level of support 
to the global humanitarian 
community will mean 
further operational and 
financial strain on OCHA 
in 2016. Since OCHA 
cannot afford a permanent presence in every 
disaster-prone location, 2016 will involve a 
combination of closures, downsizing and 
rightsizing of offices while working towards the 
priorities identified in the 2014-2017 Strategic 
Plan and Management Plan. 

The 2016 budget preparation, overseen by the 
OCHA Budget Review Committee (BRC), was an 
extensive process focused on the best available 
analysis of donor income. The BRC set the 2016 
extrabudgetary (XB) budget at $309 million, 
representing a decrease of $4 million, or 1.3 per 
cent compared with the 2015 original approved 

budget of $313 million. OCHA’s administrative 
budget, funded by PSC levied on the XB, came 
to $25 million. The projected income in 2016 
is $240 million. Therefore, without significant 
new levels of income, OCHA will again draw 
extensively on its programme budget carry-over 
to help finance its activities. Even as OCHA seeks 
to control its budget growth and undertake an 
office-wide Functional Review to help determine 
its appropriate structure, additional funding is 
needed for 2016 to avoid financial difficulty. 

The 2016 budgets for most OCHA country and 
regional offices decreased compared with 2015. 
In 2016, OCHA will close the Ebola-related 
offices and the office opened for the Nepal 
earthquake. OCHA will transition the Indonesia 
office into a Humanitarian Advisory Team (HAT), 
and continue the gradual downsizing of the 
Colombia, Côte d’Ivoire and Philippines offices. 
The 2016 plan also sees OCHA using its regional 
offices in parallel with the creation of a number 
of HATs in strategic locations. 

95%
is

extrabudgetary

5% UN regular budget

Field-based 
humanitarian 
coordination

69%

Direct HQ 
support 
for field 
coordination

15%

Communica-
tions and 
information 
management

7%

Executive 
direction and 
management

4%

Policy and 
normative 
development

2%

Partnerships

2%

Programme 
common 
costs

1%

2016 PROGRAMME BUDGET BY ACTIVITY
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0 30 60 90 120 150

CHF Management Unit
Office for the Pacific Islands

Eritrea
Côte d'Ivoire

Jordan (Syria Crisis)
Office for Southern Africa

Lebanon (Syria Crisis)
Haiti

Colombia
Philippines

Regional Hum. Coordinator's Office for the Syria Crisis
Turkey (Syria Crisis)

Nigeria
Niger

Mali
Ukraine

Chad
Ethiopia
Pakistan

Myanmar
occupied Palestinian territory

Iraq
Syria

Somalia
Yemen

South Sudan
Central African Republic

Afghanistan
Sudan

Democratic Republic of the Congo
Brussels Liaison Office

African Union Liaison Office
Gulf Liaison Office

Regional Office for the Caucasus and Central Asia
Regional Office for the Middle East and North Africa 

Regional Office for Eastern and Southern Africa
Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific

Regional Office for Latin America and the Carribean
Regional Office for West and Central Africa

Office of the Director, Geneva
Office of the Director, New York

Funding Coordination Section
Policy Development and Studies Branch

Communications Services Branch
Executive Management

Partnerships & Resource Mobilization Branch
Programme Support Branch
Emergency Services Branch
Information Services Branch

Administrative Services Branch/Common costs
Coordination and Response Division

staff

TOTAL NUMBER OF STAFF

2,271

HEADQUARTERS

528 staff

REGIONAL OFFICES

191
LIAISON OFFICES

24

FIELD OFFICES

1,528
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ADMINISTRATIVE 
BUDGET CHANGE
For 2016, OCHA has received the UN Controller’s 
approval to reduce PSC from 13 per cent to 7 per cent. 
The permission is granted on an interim basis with the 
following conditions: 

The interim approval applies to all new 
agreements as of January 2016.

OCHA’s administrative budget sets aside 
sufficient resources to cover liability arising 

from after-service health insurance.

OCHA continues to pay UNOG for services 
rendered, and OIOS, OHRM and OLA in 

New York (for a total of $8.2 million).

OCHA re-evaluates all support costs 
previously charged to the administrative 

budget and ensures that all direct costs are 
charged to the appropriate programme. 

IN 2016, WE 
WILL LEVERAGE 
OUR 25 YEARS 
OF EXPERIENCE 
TO REDUCE 
HUMAN 
SUFFERING BY 
COORDINATING 
HUMANITARIAN 
ACTION THAT 
REACHES 
87.6 MILLION 
PEOPLE IN 37 
COUNTRIES...
—Stephen O’Brien,  
Under-Secretary-General for 
Humanitarian Affairs and  
Emergency Relief Coordinator
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2016 INCOME

OCHA currently has predictable and stable 
levels of income thanks to its relationships 
and multi-year agreements with several ODSG 
members. In recent years, OCHA has been 
able to count on an average of $200 million 
annually from the ODSG. It continues to benefit 
from high levels of unearmarked funding, 
with approximately 45 per cent of its income 
unearmarked over the last several years—a trend 
that will be important to maintain and strengthen 
in 2016. It also benefits from good levels of 
flexible income, carrying some funds into the 
following year to maintain a healthy opening 
balance and finance operations seamlessly.

However, even with encouraging signs in 2015 
of increased funding from Gulf countries and 
increases from a number of donors, OCHA’s 
donor base remains relatively narrow. In 2015, 
OCHA’s income sources became even more 
concentrated, with the top three donors—the 
United Kingdom, United States and Sweden—
accounting for 48 per cent of the income. 

As the revenue has been drawn down over 
the years, the balance of the Programme 
Support Account, which funds activities in the 
administrative budget, has also been spent 
down. A 7 per cent PSC rate has been secured, 
meaning more donor funding goes to  
direct implementation, leaving OCHA with a 
far leaner, more focused set of administrative 
support activities. 

Given the ongoing financial constraints, the 
BRC decided that no cost plan increases will be 

approved in 2016 without equivalent decreases. 
The only exception to this rule should be for 
new emergencies, where funding is invariably 
forthcoming.

40M United States

$43.2M United Kingdom

26.8M Sweden

15M European Commission

13.4M Norway

9.4M Australia

8.2M Germany

8.8M Japan

8.7M Netherlands

8.5M Switzerland

51.3M Others

59%

0%

78%

100%

*Total  contributions are estimates 
and might change upon the 
closure of the 2015 accounts.

Source: OCHA Contributions 
Tracking System
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TOP DONORS’
CONTRIBUTIONS
in 2015*

PERCENTAGE
CONTRIBUTION

OCHA’S TOP DONORS IN 2015
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CONCLUSION

When donors fund OCHA, they invest in a key 
element of the humanitarian system. OCHA will 
continue to operate in an extremely challenging 
operational and funding environment in 2016. 

As most of OCHA’s growth has been in the 
field, it needs to concentrate on increasing 
earmarked funding for its field operations while 
ensuring it maintains significant amounts of 
unearmarked funding. 

However, OCHA is approaching a critical 
juncture. Its ability to respond to new or 
worsening crises will be at risk if it cannot 
succeed in doing two things:  

Raising additional revenue, as it is not 
sustainable for the organization to  

continue supporting multiple and, in some 
cases, growing needs with the same budget.  

Implementing the key recommendations 
of the impending Functional Review, 

which will help OCHA to determine the 
appropriate structure to implement its 
mandate, and which it hopes will engender new 
levels of donor confidence and support. 

CONTINGENCY FUND

Currently, when OCHA has to scale up rapidly, it must use either income raised against 
the budget or its cash reserves, both insufficient to cover planned and unforeseen needs. 
A contingency fund would provide instant funding to enable OCHA to carry out its core 
activities. The aim is to target Member States that have provided little to no funding to 
OCHA, but that have a track record in emergency response or are familiar with OCHA.

We therefore seek the following from our 
donors and partners:  

Increase annual, unearmarked core 
contributions to OCHA, preferably via 

multi-year agreements, to increase funding 
flexibility and predictability. 

Work with OCHA to diversify its 
donor base by advocating with a 

limited number of Member States identified 
as potential ODSG members, and with 
Member States that could be interested in 
more predictable support for multilateral 
humanitarian funding.

Support OCHA’s outreach to Member 
States that OCHA identifies as potential 

donors to the Contingency Fund.

Going into the first quarter of the year, 
ensure disbursements to OCHA as early 

as possible for its programme activities.

ODSG members: Engage early in 
discussions with OCHA’s Donor Relations 

Section on budget and organizational priorities. 
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2016 Regular and Extrabudgetary 
Programme Budget
Headquarters

REGULAR  
BUDGET

EXTRABUDGETARY 
PROGRAMME  

BUDGET

TOTAL  
PROGRAMME 

BUDGET

BUDGET ($) POSTS BUDGET ($) POSTS* BUDGET ($) POSTS

Executive Management 1,580,050  7  6,807,150  27  8,387,200  34 

Corporate Programme Division  4,743,750  23  31,063,536  98  35,807,286  121 

Administrative Services Branch/Common costs  2,074,900  7  967,019  -  3,041,919  7 

Communications Services Branch  518,653  3  6,717,188  29  7,235,841  32 

Information Services Branch  1,006,797  7  15,219,459  39  16,226,256  46 

Office of the Director, New York  370,400  2  993,226  6  1,363,626  8 

Policy Development and Studies Branch  773,000  4  6,465,896  24  7,238,896  28 

World Humanitarian Summit  -  -  700,748  -  700,748  - 

Coordination and Response Division  4,114,100  20  16,887,170  74  21,001,270  94 

Geneva Office  4,407,900  21  31,531,540  131  35,939,440  152 

Emergency Services Branch  2,054,100  10  14,055,495  50  16,109,595  60 

Office of the Director, Geneva  444,500  2  1,011,484  5  1,455,984  7 

Partnerships & Resource Mobilization Branch  216,800  1  8,984,107  40  9,200,907  41 

Programme Support Branch  1,692,500  8  7,480,454  36  9,172,954  44 

Total Headquarters Requirements  14,845,800  71  86,289,395  330  101,135,195  401 

2016 Extrabudgetary 
Administrative Budget 
Headquarters

EXTRABUDGETARY 
PROGRAMME  
BUDGET (XB)

BUDGET ($) POSTS

Corporate Programme Division  29,570,946  127 

Administrative Services Branch  13,336,345  84 

Common Costs  8,221,724  - 

Funding Coordination Section  4,168,330  21 

Information Services Branch  3,844,547  22 

Total Headquarters Requirements  29,570,946  127 

*budgeted for 9 months and up



2016 Regular and Extrabudgetary 
Programme Budget
Field

REGULAR  
BUDGET

EXTRABUDGETARY 
PROGRAMME  

BUDGET

TOTAL  
PROGRAMME 

BUDGET

BUDGET ($) POSTS BUDGET ($) POSTS* BUDGET ($) POSTS
Africa  -  111,055,348  891  111,055,348  891 

Central African Republic  9,503,902  83  9,503,902  83 
Central African Republic - CHF Management Unit  888,572  5  888,572  5 
Chad  5,634,418  49  5,634,418  49 
Côte d'Ivoire  1,504,825  10  1,504,825  10 
Democratic Republic of the Congo  16,042,291  132  16,042,291  132 
Democratic Republic of the Congo - CHF Management Unit  2,061,365  12  2,061,365  12 
Ebola Emergency Teams  741,800  -  741,800  - 
Eritrea  865,020  8  865,020  8 
Ethiopia  4,683,418  56  4,683,418  56 
Mali  5,680,143  47  5,680,143  47 
Niger  3,997,778  39  3,997,778  39 
Nigeria  6,364,105  39  6,364,105  39 
Regional Office for Eastern and Southern Africa  4,573,959  29  4,573,959  29 
Office for Southern Africa  3,251,968  18  3,251,968  18 
Regional Office for West and Central Africa  8,648,213  58  8,648,213  58 
Somalia  10,106,124  74  10,106,124  74 
Somalia - CHF Management Unit  1,705,620  15  1,705,620  15 
South Sudan  12,557,593  81  12,557,593  81 
South Sudan - CHF Management Unit  1,122,505  8  1,122,505  8 
Sudan  10,081,089  123  10,081,089  123 
Sudan - CHF Management Unit  1,040,640  5  1,040,640  5 

Asia and the Pacific  -  15,036,165  121  15,036,165  121 
Myanmar  5,217,248  57  5,217,248  57 
Philippines  2,099,558  27  2,099,558  27 
Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific  6,578,010  32  6,578,010  32 
Office for the Pacific Islands  1,141,348  5  1,141,348  5 

CAPALAC - Central Asia, Pakistan, Afghanistan,  
and Latin America & the Caribbean

 -  32,922,717  301  32,922,717  301 

Afghanistan  10,628,783  87  10,628,783  87 
Afghanistan - CHF Management Unit  1,270,517  10  1,270,517  10 
Colombia  3,050,461  25  3,050,461  25 
Haiti  2,677,671  25  2,677,671  25 
Pakistan  5,148,980  57  5,148,980  57 
Regional Office for Latin America and the Carribean  4,142,202  37  4,142,202  37 
Regional Office for the Caucasus and Central Asia  1,527,237  12  1,527,237  12 
Ukraine  4,476,865  48  4,476,865  48 

Liaison Offices  -  4,279,157  24  4,279,157  24 
African Union Liaison Office  1,522,494  10  1,522,494  10 
Brussels Liaison Office  -  802,642  3  802,642  3 
Gulf Liaison Office  1,954,022  11  1,954,022  11 

Middle East and North Africa  -  59,553,474  406  59,553,474  406 
Iraq  11,205,535  66  11,205,535  66 
Jordan (Syria Crisis)  2,663,873  17  2,663,873  17 
Lebanon (Syria Crisis)  2,977,670  21  2,977,670  21 
Turkey (Syria Crisis)  6,094,630  36  6,094,630  36 
Regional Humanitarian Coordinator's Office for the Syria Crisis  6,031,014  34  6,031,014  34 
occupied Palestinian territory  7,585,874  61  7,585,874  61 
Regional Office for the Middle East and North Africa  3,301,099  23  3,301,099  23 
Syria  7,976,330  67  7,976,330  67 
Yemen  11,717,447  81  11,717,447  81 

Total Requirements for Field  -  222,846,859  1,743  222,846,861  1,743 
Total Requirements for Headquarters and Field  14,845,800  71  309,136,254  2,073  323,982,056  2,144 

*budgeted for 9 months and up
22
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